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2000,256 pages. Black and white. The controversial 242-page follow-up to the comic book advocates 12 different revolutions in the way comics are created, distributed and perceived with a particular focus on the potential of online comics. Part One sees comics as an art form and as literature, rights creators, changing comics business, public perception,
and gender and ethnic diversity. Part 2 explores comics and new technologies, including digital production, digital distribution, and the challenges of comic book design in the digital environment. Anyone who participates in interactive entertainment (games, web, etc.) should read this book. Scott McCloud has once again moved beyond the world of comics
and has connected to much deeper issues of creativity, entertainment and economics. This time he looks to the future, not the past. - Will Wright, The Sims, Spore This is an exceptional book (in comic format) ideas presented as a reader of a friendly theoretical lecture - and it may just be a plan for the very future of the comic book industry. Highly
recommended for all public and academic libraries. - Scott McCloud magazine's library has to be almost the smartest guy in comics. Once again, he opened the floor for a discussion that has undoubtedly been around for years - this time, with not only the definition of comics but his fate at stake. - Frank Miller, Sin City, 300, Scott McCloud's Spirit of
Reinventing Comics is a manifesto, and a brash, annoying, like a grain of sand that could one day produce pearls. It provokes a lot of controversy, it makes a lot of people think, and it could eventually change the world a little bit - which, after all, is what the manifesto is for. - Neil Gaiman, Coraline, Cemetery Book Author of The Note since 2002:
Understanding Comics has been a long honeymoon, only drawing serious public critical scrutiny nearly 6 years after its 1993 publication. By 2000, however, I was ripe for a reaction. Many were shocked by the clumsy computer art in 1998 of Abraham Lincoln's New Adventures and my relentless advocacy of comics on the Internet and disdain for traditional
industry practices beginning to wear thin in the struggling print market. As an optimist - and an ethusiastic one on this - I've been closely associated with giant corporate media advertising machine plaster.coms on every street corner during the last years of the 20th century; and when that bubble burst, many assumed it was time to burst and my bubble. In the
Comics Journal #232 and #234, a year after inventing comics came out, legendary industry muckraker Gary Groth launched a two-part demolition of web projections of a new book called McCloud Cuckoo-Earth, which gave voice to many of the most bitter complaints about the book and me (my answer appeared in #235) and probably the first ongoing round
round attacks from different circles. In short, I expect this to be a rough happening in the comic book market until at least 2003. I believe that rethinking comics has genuine flaws. The two halves don't always work well together, the narrative is often tougher and less compelling, and my enthusiastic online comics propaganda is rarely tempered by some of the
bleaker, more pessimistic scenarios offered by other writers in recent years. It was harder to write a book than understanding comics and, of all the reports, harder books to read. It's verbose, dogmatic and, in the DC Comics edition, even a sports disclaimer that clearly disagrees with many of the book's findings. Whatever the flaws of the book though, I still
firmly believe in its message. After 8 years of intensive research, I remain convinced that digital comic book delivery has the potential to revolutionize the industry, and that the aesthetic possibilities of digital comics are enormous. I don't know if rethinking comics is a good enough book to convince you of this, but I hope you'll give it a try. --Scott (2002) Page 2
I've been doing comics professionally since 1984, and today, I'm best known for: My nonfiction books. Specifically, Understanding Comics (1993), a 215-page comic book about Wednesday comics translated into more than 20 languages. Also reinventing comics (2000), a more controversial look at comics revolutions in art, culture and technology, and
making comics (2006), an extensive study of comic storytelling techniques that also led to the creation of the Comic 50 State Tour, and Google Chrome Comics. My Inventions. The 24-hour comic has become an international movement over the years, especially with the debut of the 24-hour comic book day in 2004. Other inventions such as the Big Triangle
and Five Maps of Nancy can be found here. My art comics. My first series of comics zut! (1984-1991), which I usually describe as a cross between Peter Pan, Buck Rogers and Marshall McLuhan, recently assembled in a posh new book. Also, a superhero parody destroy!! (1986), scripts for various Superman comics (12 issues of Superman Adventures, 3-
part Superman: The Force Awakens, and JLA Adventures #16), 1998 GN almost all hated, and various short themes and mini-comics. My last published work is almost 500 pages of the graphic novel Sculptor. Public speaking/training/advice. MIT, Google, Harvard, Pixar, DARPA, Syndey Opera House, and about 400 other destinations over the years. Details
here and here. My work with Google led to Chrome Comic. Debate webcomics. I was an early (and noisy) supporter of digital comics in the 90s and early 00s. The major controversy surrounding my failed attempt at micropayments and the still controversial endless canvas design strategy. my various stories and experiments here. And more... Depending on
who Ask if I'm either a leading comic book theorist or a deranged lunatic, but life continues to be very interesting to me, and the ideas I've raised continue to elicit reactions throughout the comics community and - increasingly - beyond. Take Understanding Comics (or look for it at your local library) to start figuring out why. --Scott Contact Information I always
appreciate getting feedback, criticism and links to other comics, but due to lack of time and the sheer number of messages coming in every day, I can't personally respond to such messages. However, feel free to contact me at the addresses below. For business-related requests (talking commitments, licensing information, etc...) I will try to respond quickly,
but my apologies in advance if I take some time to come back to you. Rest assured that I tunnel through the backlog as fast as I can. Page 3 I am a cartoonist in the first place, but I consult with companies and organizations on a part-time job. If you want to help develop ideas, or want to include comics directly in the project, let me know. Past clients have
included the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the National Cancer Institute, the Google Tilt Brush team and the Xerox Alto Palo Research Center. In some cases, consulting services were requested in conjunction with a general lecture for members of a corporation or organization. I fear stepping too far beyond my field of expertise, and I
refused to consult in cases where I thought my experience was too limited, but projects that I agreed to consult on an eclectic list to say the least. Give me a line if you think we have a lot to talk about. Contact Google Chrome Comic. In 2008, I created a comic book for Google to explain the inner workings of my new open source browser, Google Chrome.
The comic itself became a web phenomenon when it comes ahead of the browser and for two days was the only source of information about this major software release worldwide. -- Seattle post-Intelligencer Page 4 My first web company launched from this site in 1998. From 1998 to 2004 I regularly posted new comics in various experimental formats,
sometimes getting into a long online debate about whether this or this format was a step towards the future of comics or just a gimmicky dead end. Most comics in this section play with the idea of treating the screen as a window rather than a page (called endless canvas style, most commonly associated with my book Reinventing Comics). For the most part,
this meant that large, clunky HTML tables for users to scroll through, but some of the later comics like the right number test-drive alternative methods such as plugins that were not available, The site launched in '98. Since 2004 I have taken a break from webcomics to create a couple of books and go down the road with my family for but I hope to create new
content again soon, starting with the conclusion of the Right Room and at least one more Morning Improvisation. Today, most webcomics are short gag strips and most long-form comics are page-by-page formats that look very similar to their paper counterparts. The early tribe of crazy scientists to which I belong is a fringe movement, and in some ways, we
have always been. But with the advent of multi-touch displays, increased bandwidth, and increasingly efficient JavaScript engines on the way, we can still see these issues pop up in the years to come. If so, I'll be here to try out all the new ideas come my way and I hope you'll give them a read. --Scott February 2009 Parts one and two of the projected three-
part online graphic novella, displayed in a unique zoom format. A series of improvisational short themes based on readers' suggestions. The 16-part Internet is a graphic novel featuring zoth and various characters from the original series. Comics-style essays about comics and technology from the webcomics of the early days. Autobiographical comic in two
parts. Pointless interactive comics featuring everyone's favorite nobody, Carl! My first online comic book; abstract adaptation of a poem by Robert Browning. Page 5 I had a strange career. Not everything I do takes the form of a graphic novel or a web company. Sometimes I just come up with ideas that take on their own lives. I put them here in Inventions
because I'm not sure what else to call them. The 24-hour comic my dare friend to draw a comic book a day, since 1990, since thousands of artists were accepted around the world. Learn more about the bold, day-to-day anthology, and read my own try-first 24-hour comic book. The Big Triangle Idea is from understanding comics with the implications behind
comics. The history of the machine is the odd idea of generating a map. Five cards Nancy Dadaist card game using panels from 20th century comic Ernie Bushmiller Nancy. The endless canvas of Ideas is a spatial concept with a checkered history and a potentially interesting future. The author of the Bill of Rights comic book industry document, which I first
wrote (and participated in rewriting) in 1988. Page 6 In 1990 I dared my friend Steve Bissette to do a full 24-page comic in one day. To make a deal, I agreed to do one too. I made mine, Steve did it, and two decades later, thousands of cartoonists took the same challenge. Dare Read the official guidelines for creating your own 24-hour comic book. First
reading my own effort, Work of the Day, the first 24-hour comic includes adult content. Phenomenon A Brief History of the 24-hour comic and its fallout, including 24-hour plays, 24-hour comic book day and (i.e. out of date) the index of ready-made comics. On page 7 Visual Lecture In recent years I have lectured at hundreds of universities, conferences,
museums, corporations, corporations, festivals and government organizations around the world. I like to talk. It's an art form all its own, and I've had the pleasure of exploring its potential and pushing its boundaries. My lectures are based on pictures; fast-paced cascades of hundreds of images synchronized with my words. No bullet lists or text reading from
the screen. Words and pictures work together interdependently to create a unique and memorable learning experience. Through direct, non-mediated images, I can solve complex and complex ideas in my lectures in a way that is still available to a wide range of audiences. I gave almost the same conversation to Silicon Valley engineers and high school
students in China without any audience feeling talking up or overwhelmed. Past hosts have included TED, Harvard, Google, Pixar, MIT, Blizzard, EA, Stanford, NYU, Texas AZM, DARPA, Shanghai American School, Sydney Opera House and many others. A visual lecture usually lasts just under an hour (plus A as long as people are in the mood), but the
length can be adjusted a bit if necessary. The newest incarnation is talking comics and visual communication, a look at the intersection of comics, caricatures, and a broader world of communication and learning through images. This is the most distant of my conversations so far. It's also the funniest thing, thanks in part to some bone-shattering awful
infographics. :-) Topics include: The unique power of cartoons, comics like writing with pictures, mamines and body language, visual illiteracy and its aftermath, elements of visual communication between disciplines, clarity and cognition, comics in a digital environment, the state of a graphic novel, and the role of stories in our daily lives. For pricing and
availability, please contact scott@scottmccloud.com. On RIT. Photo by Matt Bernius. Teaching / Workshops LA Academy of Figurative Arts. Photo by Matthew May. In the summer of 2002, I created a five-day comic book workshop for the Minneapolis College of Art and Design. Since then, I have developed one, two- and three-day versions, and in some
cases expanded these ideas for semester classes. I also developed a variation workshop for interaction designers and short informal sessions for teachers and librarians. Past seminar hosts include MIT, Blizzard, La Academy of Figurative Arts, Boston Academy of Arts (magnet high school), Georgia Tech, NYU/SVA, Philadelphia University of the Arts, and a
three-day retreat in Spain for Disney comic book writers. Hosts for longer multiweek versions include Eastern Michigan University and Austin Pi University. Creating comics in Juneau, Alaska. Comics: Theory and Practice (usually 2-3 days) combines visual lectures, discussions and intense exercises focused on the art of making comics. Comics. the
emphasis is on the development of clarity, storytelling and self-expression skills. Students learn and apply different techniques to present stories through comics, as well as a wide range of skills applicable to any form of graphic communication. The course concludes with a short comic book feature written and drawn by each student. No drawing experience
is required. It's a class about visual decision-making (picture writing) rather than technical visualization. Both beginners and experienced artists are welcome, and I will provide all the necessary materials. Seminar for graduate students; Mit. Workshops are hard work, but also a lot of fun. Students often stay in touch with each other after that (I also make it a
point to quickly learn everyone's name, sometimes remembering them years later). Workshop alumni include Google Doodle Team lead Ryan Hermick, graphic facilitator Brandi Agerbeck, RSAnimate Andrew Park, and Adventure Time creator Pendleton Ward. For pricing and availability, please contact scott@scottmccloud.com. Group shot at Pacific
Northwest College of Art. Page 8 - Google - TED - Harvard University - Princeton University - Massachusetts Institute of Technology - Stanford University - Disney Comic Writers - COMIC-CON Int'l - Exploiters - Nyc Teachers - Sydney Opera House - Adobe Systems - DARPA - NYU - Electronic Arts - Sony CEE - Bicof Korea - SIGGRAPH Book Fair - Paypal -
University of Washington - Bloomberg - eBay - Ohio State University Until 2005 - Pixar - Smithsonian Institution - National Cancer Institute - Xerox PARC - GDC - Georgia Tech - UCLA - SXSW - Lake Placid Film Festival - Chicago Humanitarian Festival SEATTLE, January 9, 2019 Google Cloud Consulting And Imaging Services FL February 14, 2019
Kidscreen Summit Visual Lecture SAN FRANCISC0 CA March 31, 2019 Facebook Creative Shop Global Offsite Private Lecture SAN FRANCISC0 CA May 2019 (TBA Date) Exploratorium Visualization Conference Visual Lectures and Panel SHREWSBURY , ENGLAND June 1-2 , 2019 Comics Salopia International Comic Festival Visual Lecture TOLEDO,
Ohio June 14, 2019 Toledo Museum of Art Addresses to learn conference Visual Lecture Details SAN DIEGO, CA July 18-21 2019 Comic-Con International Panel and seeing 10,000 of our closest friends. SEATTLE, WA August-September, 2019 Google Cloud Services Consulting and Visualization MALME, SWEDEN September 11-12 2019 Scandinavian
Children's Media Festival Visual Lecture and Roundtable Discussions WASHINGTON, D.C. October 9, 2019 PEN/Faulkner Literary Talks Moderator Group Words and Pictures Discussion CAMARILLO, CA Nov. 2019 Camarillo Public Library Comic-Con SEVILLE, SPAIN December 13-15, 2019 3-Day Comic Workshop Creation Hosting La Galeria Roja zlt;
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